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In an instant, King Xiaoyao’s expression solidified, and at the same time the
corners of his mouth were twitching frantically, and his entire complexion
became extremely gloomy, and even his body was so angry that he couldn’t
help shaking!
Lin Ziming actually made a thumbs down gesture of humiliation to him!
He was really angry at the moment, and only felt that a surging anger
suddenly rushed to the sea of   mind from his dantian.
Burning his whole body, making him in a state of absolute anger all at once!
He is the King of Xiaoyao, the undisputed number one on the Sealing
Immortal List, and the number one master in the realm of the gods!
In other words, it is not accurate to say that, he is not just the number one
master in the realm of the gods, but many masters of the realm of gods are
not his opponents.
He is the most genius and the most enchanting existence in the half-step
through the gods. In front of him, all the geniuses are eclipsed, or in other
words, any genius in front of him is not called a genius, but Become a
mediocre.
And for so many years, he has never dared to be so presumptuous in front of
him!
Lin Ziming was the first and the only one at the same time.
His anger and murder towards Lin Ziming, at this moment, can be said to
have solidified to the strongest point, even if the air has become solidified,
even all the wind has stopped blowing, even the clouds in the sky, It seems
that they have stopped exercising.
At the same time, on the earth, all the people watching the live broadcast in
front of the computer are now stunned, with their eyes wide open, looking at
Lin Ziming on the screen in disbelief.
How dare Lin Ziming be so disrespectful to King Xiaoyao?
Especially those who know King Xiaoyao and have seen the style of King
Xiaoyao are even more dumbfounded now. They can’t imagine why Lin
Ziming dares to do this. Is Lin Ziming really not afraid of death?
You must know that King Xiaoyao is not comparable to Gong Chunqiu, as
long as he gets the murderous intention of King Xiaoyao, then this person
can be said to be dead, even at the end of the world, he can’t escape King
Xiaoyao’s pursuit.
Back then, there was a master who could be considered a powerhouse in the
God-Communication Realm. Because he offended King Xiaoyao and was
chased by King Xiaoyao around the world, even if he hid at the End of the
World, he was brutally killed by King Xiaoyao later.
And this has been a matter of several years. Now that so many years have
passed, Xiaoyao King’s strength has once again improved. Who knows how
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powerful Xiaoyao King is already?
At this moment, Lin Ziming also felt that a powerful murderous intent came
surging, making him feel a little suffocated.
Xiaoyao King indeed had an unprecedented murderous intent on him. If he
was replaced by someone else, even a master of the God Realm like Adam,
he would definitely be frightened, without any thoughts of resistance, so he
turned around and ran away.
However, for Lin Ziming, he provoked Xiaoyao King, and did not make him
feel any fear, or fear, on the contrary, it even more provoked the excitement
and fighting spirit in his heart!
Over the years, he has rarely challenged those who are more famous than his
own, and without exception, these so-called powerhouses have all fallen
under his feet.
Even the Xiaoyao King who is in full swing today is no exception.
“Lin Ziming!” King Xiaoyao popped a word from between his teeth. His
eyes began to turn red at this moment, especially his eyeballs were covered
with bloodshot eyes, like vines spreading his pupils. It looks terrifying.
At the same time, a strong black-red gas was slowly emitted from his body,
which looked particularly terrifying.
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